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May 2 – June 13
KG Guttman, John Haney and Alejandro Tamayo intentionally investigate chance in the pursuit of an 
unexpected result; a result that captures the occurrence or development of a sequence of events outside 
the parameters of a predetermined outcome. The territory between intention and an unintentional outcome 
can be used as a strategy for creating art where the process of generating the work is often considered the 
finished work in and of itself...

Read more at http://www.theinc.ca/exhibitions/chance-kg-guttman-john-haney-and-alejandro-tamayo/

ON NOw: CHANCE
KG GuttmAN, JOHN HANEy AND AlEJANDrO tAmAyO

Alejandro Tamayo, One, two, 2014. Wood, dice, graphite.

http://www.theinc.ca/exhibitions/chance-kg-guttman-john-haney-and-alejandro-tamayo/
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May 2 – June 13
There is no There refers to Gertrude Stein’s quote regarding Oakland, CA and its relation to San 
Francisco, CA: “there is no there, there.” This statement confronts twentieth-century concepts of suburban 
expansion along with the simultaneous loss of industry. The artists in this exhibition engage with this 
concept materially and metaphysically through an obscured representation of object based transference; 
work is created through the removal or covering up of a form; making the invisible, visible, and vice 
versa. There is no There removes the locative from the aforementioned quote by making cohesive 
connections between artist methodologies that stretch both regionally and nationally in scope.

Read more at http://www.theinc.ca/exhibitions/there-is-no-there/

ON NOw: tHErE IS NO tHErE
JEN AItKEN, JOSéE AubIN-OuEllEttE, lIzA EurICH, JENINE mArSH, 
DErrICK PIENS AND bEtH StuArt
Curated by Stefan Hancherow

Jenine Marsh, Skin Bathers (detail), 2015

http://www.theinc.ca/exhibitions/there-is-no-there/
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I want to express my sincere gratitude and thanks to the many members who 
I have had the pleasure to work with and get to know over the past three 
years. So many of you have shared your insight, work, and time with me 
making my experience at the gallery truly warm and engaging. I have to say 
that I’ve thoroughly enjoyed working at the Inc., making my decision to 
leave a difficult one. In fact, I had not been planning to move on but found 
the opportunity to work within Culture for our City difficult to pass on. I am 
so excited to begin celebrating our 40th anniversary with you as a fellow 
member and artist. This year is an important one for the Inc. as we will be enjoying a new outdoor space, 
welcoming a new staff person, and working through changes to funding structures from both the Canada 
Council and Ontario Trillium. Again, my sincerest thank you! 

Andrea Carvalho
Outgoing Administrative Director

This is also my last exhibition opening as the Interim Administrative 
Director. I have had an absolutely wonderful and fulfilling experience at the 
Inc. My time here was successful due to the support from the board, staff, 
family and friends. I want to thank Mark and Svava for their incredible 
dedication to the centre, everyone on the board, Donna, Brandon, Ciara, 
Steve, Taien, Nancy, Daniel, Brian and Marco. Thank you to Programming 
Director, Caitlin Sutherland for her true dedication to the centre and the 
community, to Admin Director Andrea Carvalho, who will be moving on 
from the Inc. as well. I wish her all the success. Thank you to all of the dedicated volunteers, interns and 
gallery assistants. I want to thank everyone in Hamilton who has come through the gallery over the past 
40 years, this city is very lucky to have such an involved, ambitious and dynamic artist-run-centre.

Stefan Hancherow
Interim Administrative Director

FArEwEllS FrOm Our OutGOING StAFF
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Seeking Gallery Assistant

Duration: 12 weeks
Anticipated Start & End date: 10/06/15 – 28/08/15
Language of work: English. Basic or working French an asset
Application deadline: Friday, May 15, 2015

Hamilton Artists Inc. is looking for an individual to join our team as Gallery Assistant. This position is 
funded through the Young Canada Works program and will require the successful candidate to commit 
to 30 hours a week, with the ability to accommodate some evening and weekends as necessary. As an 
artist-run centre, the Inc. provides an engaging working environment that focuses on the presentation 
of contemporary art in Southern Ontario. Hamilton Artists Inc. requires an energetic, innovative and 
critical individual. Job duties include: installation and gallery prep, research and program development, 
exhibition coordination, and working directly with artists, members and publics.

Qualifications:
   – Advanced English and Basic French.
   – Excellent knowledge of contemporary art and familiarity with Canadian artist-run centres. The 
candidate will be currently undertaking a degree in Fine Art, Art History, or Curatorial studies at the 
Undergraduate or Graduate level or college level.
   – Computer skills including Microsoft suite,typing and research as well as basic working knowledge of 
Adobe Creative Suite, WordPress, Mailchimp and Quickbooks considered an asset.
   – Ability to multitask and work within a team and autonomously within an often fast paced 
environment.

For more information on how to apply, go to http://www.theinc.ca/summer-employment-opportunity/

SummEr EmPlOymENt OPPOrtuNIty At tHE INC.

http://www.theinc.ca/summer-employment-opportunity/
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SEEKING APPlICANtS FOr ADmINIStrAtIVE DIrECtOr 
Hamilton Artists Inc. is committed to the presentation of contemporary art and related practices. The 
Inc. facilitates critical dialogue surrounding issues in contemporary art through exhibitions, publication, 
performances and public events. The Inc. actively engages in community arts programming and 
educational initiatives that represent the breadth and depth of cultural life in our city and beyond.
As the Administrative Director for the Hamilton Artists Inc., the successful candidate will utilize their 
experience and initiative to facilitate the organization’s daily operation.

The Administrative Director is responsible for the successful leadership, development and management 
of the organization according to the strategic direction set in partnership with the Board of Directors. The 
successful candidate will report to the Board of Directors and will be required to manage staff and oversee 
volunteers; manage the day-to-day finances and operations of the gallery; maintain accurate and timely 
communications with the membership and community at large. The Administrative Director is the Inc.’s 
ambassador to the Hamilton Arts Community and beyond, and as such is responsible for maintaining 
partnerships with community groups and memberships with organizations in the region.

The Hamilton Artists Inc. is looking for a candidate, who is adaptable, organized and self-motivated.

The Administrative Director position for the Hamilton Artists Inc. is 30 hours/week with a salary 
commensurate with experience, beginning June 1st 2015.

Interested candidates are requested to submit a resume, cover letter, and contact information with two 
references by 12 PM on May 11, 2015 to board@theinc.ca with Administrative Director Applicant in 
the subject line.

For more on qualifications and duties of this position, please go to http://www.theinc.ca/about/
opportunities/

mailto://board@theinc.ca
http://www.theinc.ca/about/opportunities/
http://www.theinc.ca/about/opportunities/
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ANNOuNCING tHE wINNEr OF FEASt 03:
mArGArEt FlOOD

My art is a consideration of time through the re-purposing of everyday objects. I am interested in where 
minimalism collides with labor, where mundane actions become generative routines. Through collection, 
organization and documentation, I attempt to make work that is both conceptual and devotional. 
Autobiography and duration are themes central to my practice.  

With my grant from FEAST, I will fabricate a series of measuring cups proportional to my body’s 
orifices – hand, mouth, ear, nose, vagina, and anus. “Some Of My Parts” will be subjective and imperfect, 
mimicking a household utensil, though with no possibility of accuracy. The series will represent an 
individualized measurement of the self as a collection of volumes. I am researching the most appropriate 
process to produce this work, whether it be ceramic shell casting, metal stamping, or working with a 
silver smith.  The utensils produced will appear factory-made. 

The project “Some of My Parts” will explore ideas of domesticity by turning an average kitchen utensil 
into a corporeal object.  My body will become the standard measure, itself both subject and container.  
Accompanying this work will be a series of photographic portraits, cataloging the measuring of my body. 
Self-portraiture asserts the inherent value of the subject and with this project I will consider ideas of 
female domestic representation.
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uPCOmING: tAPEStry: QuEErING tHE GAzE
JJ lEVINE

May 21 – September 27, 2015
Reception: July 11, 2:00-4:00pm
Symposium: Queering the Gaze: Subverting the Heteronorm through Contemporary Art
June 20, 2:00-5:00pm
Participants: JJ Levine, Sophie Hackett and Alize Zorlutuna
Reception to follow symposium

JJ Levine’s practice challenges normative depictions of gender through the subversion of traditional 
photographic techniques. This special project uses Hamilton Artists Inc.’s external Cannon Project Wall to 
display three large-scale photographs (totalling 8’ x 33’) from Levine’s series Tapestry (2007-2014)...
Read more at http://www.theinc.ca/exhibitions/jj-levine-tapestry-queering-the-gaze/

http://www.theinc.ca/exhibitions/jj-levine-tapestry-queering-the-gaze/
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uPCOmING: SummEr EXHIbItIONS

Cannon Gallery

July 10 – August 15
blACK mIrrOr 
marigold Santos
Opening reception July 11

James Gallery 
 
July 10- August 15
tHE SElF 
morgan Kamoki Allaby, Vivian Chan, 
Humboldt magnussen and Alize zorlutuna
Opening reception July 11

Special Projects and Community Programming

June 3 – July 26 
How to Draw a Soccer ball, a project by micah lexier for Hamilton Artists Inc.  
on the occasion of the Pan Am Games.

Marigold Santos, shroud (3 m’s on rock), 2015.  
Ink on paper

Alize Zorlutuna, Your touch unsettles how I see  
(image still), 2013. Video


